Honda accord p1457

Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your
vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When is the code detected? The EVAP
control system leak detection method improves the accuracy and frequency of the detection by
determining faulty components and vapor leakage for each part. The EVAP control system from
the purge valve to the fuel tank is divided into two parts. There is 0. If the 0. Get Access to
Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Honda code diagnosed by a professional:
Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve
AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the code.
What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Honda code? Have you replaced any parts?
Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted
and Edit by AutoCodes. P is a common trouble code in vehicles made by Honda. It is a Honda
specific code, which means that it has the same meaning in any vehicle manufactured by Honda
including Acura. P indicates that there is a leakage coming from the EVAP canister system. It is
typically caused by an issue with the gas cap, or failure to snug it all the way. There are other
issues that can cause it as well. They only take a minute to replace and are very cheap.
Symptoms of P typically include the smell of fuel, and the check engine light. Start by
inspecting it. Does the seal look even and smooth? Are there any signs of dry rot? Take a good
look at it before troubleshooting the EVAP canister and system. Certainly every model year is
going to have its own set of circumstances, but these are the most likely causes of P in the
Honda Accord in general. Fuel Cap â€” The fuel cap is the best place to start diagnosing P Here
is a great video on how a gas cap can cause trouble codes. When they have gone bad, gas caps
typically will fail to tighten. You may also be getting a message that says to tighten the gas cap.
If it has dried out or broken, the fuel tank will no longer be able to pressurize and P will be
thrown. These codes indicate that there is an EVAP leak. The only difference in them is they
each indicate a different size leak. When the EVAP system is leaking, it can throw P because it
would depressurize the fuel tank much in the same way as a missing gas cap would. Most of the
time, replacing the fuel cap will clear P It may take the vehicle awhile to reset the code. Make
sure to drive it a little before inspecting the fuel filler neck or checking the EVAP system. Good
luck! P Symptoms Honda Accord Symptoms of P typically include the smell of fuel, and the
check engine light. I battled the p code for 3 months, and finally got it fixed. I replaced the 2 way
valve, bypass valve solenoid, 2 cracked hoses, and evap canister itself. No codes or gas smell
for 2 months. Last week the code p came up. I replaced the canister already and I tested the
shut off solenoid, it had the right ohms and it opened and close with an electrical so its working
fine. I am lost as to where to go next. I read about fuel tank pressure sensor, not sure of that
could be the culprit. Fyi, after fixing the code, I had pressure in my fuel tank when removing the
cap, since code has appeared it doesn't had pressure when I take cap off. Cap was replaced as
well. Do you. Welcome to 2CarPros. Since you have noticed there is no pressure, then you must
simply have a leak. Basically, fog or smoke is injected into the EVAP system at a very low
pressure. Where the leak is located, smoke will come out. However, if you want to try
diagnosing the issue and based on what you have already done you seem more than capable
here are the directions. The attached pictures correlate with the directions. Do not deviate from
the vacuum and pressure tests as indicated in these procedures. Hg 07JAZB Please note that
these are two-trip codes, once cleared, they cannot be reproduced in one trip. Additional test
drives may still not meet the specific conditions needed to reproduce the codes. Therefore,
follow these troubleshooting procedures carefully to ensure the integrity of the system and to
confirm the cause of the problem or code. The optimum condition for testing is fresh fuel, and
must be less than a full tank of gas. If possible, to assist in leak detection, add one gallon of
fresh fuel to the tank as long as it will not fill the tank , just before starting these procedures.
Disconnect the vacuum hose from the EVAP purge control solenoid valve A , and connect the
vacuum pump to the hose. Pic 2 2. Turn the ignition switch ON II. Apply vacuum to the hose.
Does the valve hold vacuum? YES-Go to step 5. Go to step Turn the ignition switch OFF. Pic 3 7.
Is there continuity? YES-Go to step 8. Pic 4 9. Is there battery voltage? NO-Go to step Pic 6 pic 7
YES-Go to step Pic 8 Disconnect the vacuum hose from the EVAP control canister filter A , and
connect a vacuum pump to the hose. Pic 10 Turn the ignition switch ON II Pic 11 Pic 12 pic 13
Canister System Leak Test Pic 14 Connect the fuel tank pressure sensor to one of the tee
fittings and the vacuum pump to the other. Pic 15 Continue to pump vacuum until the voltage
drops to approx. Monitor the voltage for 20 seconds. Does the voltage drop 1. Pic 16 Does the
voltage drop to 1. Pic 17 Disconnect the purge line hose A from the canister at the metal line
and plug the hose B. Let me know if this helps or if you have other questions. Also, please

ignore the first 4 pics. I wasn't able to delete them. Take care, Joe Images Click to enlarge. Was
this answer. Hello and welcome to 2CarPros. Just wanted to jump in and post a service bulletin
for the bypass valve and the PCM on this particular code. The solenoid valve may get water
inside. If the water contains road salt, the solenoid windings could corrode, causing the valve to
fail. Vehicles driven in the Northeastern part of the U. Are more likely to have this problem
because of the salting of roads during the winter months. Vehicles driven where salt is not used
on the roads are much less likely to have this problem. You must request consideration, and get
a decision, before starting work. Turn the ignition switch to ON II. Turn on the PGM Tester.
Listen for a click and feel for a light tap from the solenoid valve as you activate it. If you can
hear the solenoid valve click or feel it tap when activated, disregard this service bulletin, and
look for other possible causes. If you cannot hear the solenoid valve click or feel it tap when
activated, go to step 9. Replace the EVAP bypass solenoid valve see section 11 of the
appropriate service manual. Test the new solenoid valve with the PGM Tester. If you can hear
the solenoid valve click or feel it tap when activated, go to step 15 or 16 as appropriate. If you
cannot hear the solenoid valve click or feel it tap when activated, go to step Check the wire
harness and the connectors for damage. If you find any damage, repair it, then go to step If you
find no damage in the wire harness or connectors, go to step Test the solenoid valve again with
the PGM Tester. Use the PGM Tester to retest the solenoid valve. If you still cannot hear the
solenoid valve click or feel it tap when activated, continue with normal troubleshooting. If the
EVAP system fails the function test, continue with normal troubleshooting. Most likely the valve
and PCM is faulty and it maybe covered under a goodwill warranty but you would need to call
Honda to see if they will still cover it? Image Click to enlarge. Please login or register to post a
reply. Dtc P Can You Provide Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Our Address.
Kings Mills, OH Hi, I need some help I recently have an issue an engine check light pop up on
my 98 Honda Accord Ex so I went to Autozone and recieved this code p The guy told me there
are several things I need to check so before I start from the beginning has anyone had this
problem if so what you guys did to solve it and if any of you could post up pics or videos that
would be really helpful for me to learn. A lot of the time EVAP leaks are caused by a bad gas
cap. Sometimes that is the only thing you need to replace the fix the problem. I would try that
first, replace it and clear the code and wait to see if it comes back on. Otherwise you would
probably need a smoke machine to test the system. There is a TSB out for for and up models.
Im not sure if that TSB will work for you. All EVAP codes i have worked on, i used the smoke
machine as mentioned above as well has having a bi-directional scan tool to activate the purge
control and vent valves too. I would do a good visual inspection of the vacuum hoses by the
EVAP canister and see if you can see any evidence or cracks or tears in the lines and damage to
the EVAP box itself. That is a leak detected on the canister side. Truely the best way to nail this
one down is to activate the solinoids that control the venting of the canister while checking with
smoke for leaks. I would diagnose it. Quick question if replace the gas cap how can I reset the
code because taking out the battery cables just going to reset my radio and Honda has big
problem such as put down a code after taking wires. I know there is a fuse on the passenger
side but any of you know wht number ex: 30, 15 â€¦â€¦ thanks for helping me out with
suggestions. Eric, what if all the solenoids and valves were replaced, along with the canister, as
well as the gas cap? I took it to 3 mechanics 1 Honda Dealership the guys are total scam artists
and 2 private and none of them truly seemed to know how to diagnose where the problem was
coming from. Do you think it could possibly be a small tube with a crack in it, or a seal
somewhere?? Please help! Btw this is a Honda Accord 4cyl 2. I have not figured it out yet
because I have not been able to revisit this issue. However, when I was rebuilding the
suspension in the fall, I did notice the joint drain bypass tube, which is located behind the rear
driver
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side door and under the wheel well was disconnected. It seems to be oddly going up into the
framing of the car but I could not see if it was supposed to be connected to anything else. I will
also be reaching out to an expert from AutoZone that helped me with a bearing issue this past
summer. Home Topic Honda Accord p code. Honda Accord p code. September 27, at am Thanks
Niz. Viewing 15 replies - 1 through 15 of 15 total. Matt Brandsema Participant. That is an EVAP
leak correct? Having access to service information here would be great. September 28, at am
EricTheCarGuy Keymaster. Good luck. Ok I think it makes sense ill try tofind some shop to see
if they carry smoke detector for cars. October 1, at am October 4, at am March 29, at am
Sylvester Kolakowski Participant. Billy Participant. March 30, at am October 27, at pm Adam

Participant. Having an identical problem with the same Honda EX 4Cyl. Did you ever figure this
out? December 28, at pm You must be logged in to reply to this topic.

